Experimental paradigms typically used to study memand to associate odor with reward. Here we show that ory formation require that the animals learn a successful such olfactory discrimination (OD) learning consists strategy for performing the task, before associations of two phases with distinct cellular mechanisms: an between individual stimuli and reward can be learned. initial NMDAR-sensitive phase in which the animals For example, subjects must learn to navigate the Morris acquire a successful behavioral strategy (rule learnwater maze before they can begin to form associations 
to be a molecular basis for the developmental modifications in NMDAR-dependent synaptic plasticity (Quinlan et al., 1999a; Castellani et al., 2001 ). In the visual cortex, for example, the developmental increase in NR2a/NR2b is correlated with an increase in the threshold for induction of long-term potentiation (LTP) in brain slices ex vivo (Kirkwood et al., 1995) . If learning induces an increase in the complement of NR2a-containing synaptic NMDARs, then memory maintenance may be due to an increase in the threshold for further synaptic strengthening. This hypothesis was tested using an olfactory discrimination learning task. Rats, for whom olfaction is the primary chemical sensory modality, quickly learn to associate odor with reward (Saar et al., 1998 (Saar et al., , 1999 . Olfactory discrimination learning is a complex task that requires that animals learn to navigate the experimental maze and the rules of the training paradigm before they begin forming associations between individual odors and reward. We have previously demonstrated that OD ing to discriminate between the first pair of odors, defined as 80% correct responses in the last 10 trials of the day, is 6.78 Ϯ 0.49 days (average Ϯ SEM, n ϭ 9; strategy for completing the task (rule learning), and a second phase when the subject quickly acquires spe- Figure 1B Figure 1D ). This suggests that there is an initial, NMDAR-sensitive phase of OD learning, during which subjects learn the rules for the training paradigm while learning to discriminate between the initial pair of odors. After rule learning has occurred, subjects learn to discriminate between additional pairs of odors quickly, using a mechanism that is insensitive to NMDAR antagonism. We have previously shown that OD learning induces several long-term modifications in synaptic function that are preserved in slices of piriform cortex ex vivo. show behavioral and biochemical correlates of rule learning that are also transient. Thus, the two phases munoblotting was performed for NR2a and NR2b in synaptoneurosomes prepared from the bilateral piriform of OD learning (1) have distinct time courses, (2) have different sensitivity to NMDAR antagonism, and (3) difcortices of rats at each of these three time points, and age-matched pseudo-trained and naive controls. The ferentially affect synaptic plasticity and NMDAR subunit composition. These observations lend support to the ratio of NR2a/NR2b in subjects prior to acquisition of rule learning (prelearning) was the same in naive, idea that distinct molecular mechanisms underlie distinct phases required for an animal to learn a complex pseudo-trained, and trained animals (pseudo-trained, 99.3% Ϯ 12% of naive, n ϭ 8; trained, 102.9% Ϯ 10.7% behavioral strategy and demonstrate that synaptic NMDAR subunit composition can be acutely and reversof naive, n ϭ 9). A significant increase in the ratio of NR2a/NR2b in the piriform cortex of trained animals ibly regulated by learning. A developmental increase in the ratio of NR2a/Nr2b is observed once the animals have reached criterion (pseudo-trained, 91.0% Ϯ 6.0% of naive, n ϭ 7; trained, (Sheng et 
